5:32PM

Zach: Present
Jack: Present
Karren: Present
Alicia: Present
Dan: Present
Wyatt: Present
Rachel: Present
Tucker: Excused
Marcus: Not Excused
Keenan: Present
Molly: Present
Alexis: Present
Tessa: Present
Krystal: Present

Guest introduce themselves…

Shadya Jarecke - presenting young women and business club

Rachel Raymond - presenting Bears and Cubs

Kobi Hudson - Math Club

Owen Talbert - Fencing Club

Molly approves minutes (mins approved)

molly financial report: Fall budget $6,241 for activity's

President Zach asks any questions?

Committee Updates:

Dan: N/A

Alicia: Met on Tuesday discussed updating website, also discussed getting pictures for a type of visual of all the clubs as well as a group photo for senate

Zach: please all make to the meeting for pictures

Karren: Met last meeting, thinking about the talent show for next weekend, minute to win it game from the TV program, maybe prizes at then more details to come, Also holiday movie event in Frayley with smores, hot chocolate and all that jazz

Zach: Excellent, club charters-everyone saw the charter for young women in business
Shadya: Realizing that there is a need for a young women and business club for diff things women have to go through in the work place, one meeting a month, either Tuesday or Thursday, cool thing about it is it is not just for business majors and knowing how to act in business rules

Zach: we have to make it for both male and females
Shadya: we will change the tile or something like that

Mathew smith: motions to approve young women
Lexi: seconded that motion

MOVING ON….

(DISCUSSING MATH CLUB)

Alicia: can you stay in class?
Kobi: Can we get a hotel room for professor?
Tessa: If we fund your hotel fees then the senate will have to fund all other club meeting
Molly: I think the professor should have a hotel room -ive traveled and i know that professors have gotten their own hotel room, i don't think its fair that they shouldn't get their own room
Zach: Any other question?
Kobi: Can get back to on how much? Would you be willing to pay for registration…
Jack: Willing to fund registration rather than hotel room
Molly: Even though its other for the professor
Tessa: Again, if we fund the professor then we have to pay for all club advisors
Rachel: What type of fundraising are you doing
Kobi: Selling bikes and raffle ticket
Molly: Can we change that then vote on that
Matt: Are you asking for $700 all of that
Kobi: Yes, minus the $200
Matt: Motions to approve the math club
Wyatt: can you pull up the safety precautions for math club
Kobi: Yes, (refer to attachment) not going to shoot on could days, to at anyone, will not exceed certain places, nothing listed will be launched at Rocky
Matt: Are you going to have radio communication with the tower

Kobi: Under 4500 feel within 5mi outside of airport and do not what to
Kobi: Whats the best way for me to go about this
Molly: These are national standards
Wyatt: We just want to be curious
Matt: Can put things out to air men and that way the airport
Tessa: Where are you launching, I do not know?
Kobi: We are launching closer to pyro park

MOTION:
Matt: makes the motion to approve rocketry.
Lexi: seconds the motions

Jack: Are we okay with supporting transporting traveling costs
Lexi: I don't know how I feel about this, but I want these groups to succeed
Molly: I think $100 is nothing, it wont be that much because it wont pay for all the students

ZACH: MOTIONS STANDS, OPPOSE, OBSTAINGING, MOTION PASSES
Zach: Next proposal is bears and cubs
Rachel R.: I sent you a revised version
Tessa: what changed
Rachel: Our fundraising were trying to ask for less

(waiting for Jack and Zach)

Rachel R: Decreased going with one type of sweatshirt, cheapest 16, are the main source of fundraising and then to buy more gear after that, need a staple for the program,
Wyatt: Last year, Jill came last year for is this going to be annual thing
Rachel R.: Everyone needed gear -we do need shirts for some things
Wyatt: So, do you think you will come back every year asking for less and less?
Rachel R.: I have no idea I don't know where funds went last year

Molly: It would be cool to support you but you need to come back next year and let us know what improvements and progress you've made

Jack: MOTIONS TO APPROVE

Lexi: SECONDS THAT MOTION

Zach: ALL IN FAVOR? OPPOSED, OBSTAINING, MOTION PASSES

JUST APPROVED $409 @6:07 p.m.

Shaydea: Asking for $200, because every person is going to be in a business situation and it is important to know about how to work in business field

Molly @6:09: How much would go to what?

Shaydea: Going to be getting nicer food, and gift cards to speakers and guests

Wyatt: Have you talked to tumbler lady?

Shaydea: It would be a good idea

Wyatt @6:11: MOVES TO APPROVE $200 FOR THE YOUNG WOMEN IN BUSINESS CLUB

Alicia @6:11: SECONDS THE MOTION

@6:12

Owen: Asking for $1589.68 for the fencing, hosting meeting twice a week, on Fridays, equipment is going to be around rocky, only for rocky students or for anyone who request the gear

Alicia: I think 10 is too much

Owen: As an instructor I need to host a cast, with more gear it will allow me to teach more student - 2 can potentially work but 10 would be better

Wyatt @6:16: Can you rent from the gear from the outside community?

Owen: No because they do not allow us to rent gear

Wyatt: Would they allow group you to come in and learn?

Molly @6:17: I would feel comfortable with a smaller number

Alicia: It is a very new club
Owen: I think it can be open up to everyone on campus

Alicia: Where would this be stored?

Matt: Start off with four and see

Owen: I will draft a new one and bring it in next time

Zach @6:20: Any other questions? When he gives me the second paperwork I will send it. New business, old business?

MEETING ADJOURNED AT 6:21PM